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Good day to you. One of the many reasons people turn to Christianity is for hope and wisdom and its free
with a lifetime guarantee and no need to panic buy. What people need now is hope and the promise that
world's governments are working for them. Unfortunately in many countries this is not true and the
Communist Party of Peoples Republic of China or PRC, is one such wayward example. In my view they have
been shown to be derelict throughout history and certainly since late 2019. The PRC will deceive and lie
whenever obliged to as it's ideological mantra that "Practice is the sole criterion for truth" is shallow and
lacks moral accuracy. In Wuhan in the Hubei province are the filthy cruel wild animal markets which are
the epicentre of the Covid 19 virus. This is China's gift to the world and in the first months of the outbreak
they suppressed news on the matter at the expense of their own people and the world. Some people
believe the Chinese released this virus deliberately to shatter the free world however only time will tell but
based on past performance they are perfectly capable of it. The CRP is a Godless oppressed country and
the highest authority is the government, just remember Tiananmen square and the murder of thousands of
Chinese citizens by their own army. Chinese justice is an oxymoron.
Now locally the mayor Tom Tate signed a reciprocal city relationship in 2015 with Wuhan and the Gold
Coast. This was apparently done to foster trade and business but completely overlooked the horrific wild
animal markets and thus by default endorsed them. It was perhaps an unintended consequence by a
Council driven largely by unrelenting unsustainable growth which is not in the interest of any civil society.
However it goes further as China is held close by this sycophantic Council and they value the highly
misleading and contentious Chinese One Belt, One Road initiative which is simply a grab for power across
the world. Thus we have the environmentally dubious Chinese theme park proposal at Carrara and the
vandalism of the so called Ridong Health Resort on the flood plain at Tallebudgera. This level of madness is
only equalled by the Clive Palmer flood plain Golf Course redevelopment at Robina. Put simply when
money, avarice and power take precedent then corruption of freedom, rights and life style is close at hand.
This is what is fundamentally wrong with the Council to the long term detriment of we the people and
future generations.
Now to round out this matter, Mayor Tate still wants a cruise liner jetty off the Spit into the ocean to
welcome the giant floating Petri Dishes as they arrive from elsewhere in the world carrying the virus of the
day. The risk is simply not worth it. With the Covid 19 virus smashing the Gold Coast economy who on
earth will put up the money for it....... perhaps the Chinese?. A major reason the Chinese virus has been so
devastating across the world is because of high density living and yet again this Council wants more
concrete monoliths and more people crammed in because according to them, this will drive life style and
prosperity. The inability to face real world facts by this council is breathtaking. Put simply, the majority of
people on the Gold Coast want a quality of life where there is a proper responsible and respectful balance
between living density, the environment and life but no sign of that in the rubbery city plans being offered.
We must learn to be far less reliant on China for our future. We the people of the Gold Coast should decide
who and what we want for our future and encourage truly Australian initiatives and proposals.
Australia...... learn the lesson from this Chinese virus and become self sustaining in all things including
manufacturing. The truth will set us free.
Until next time this is Kent Bayley

